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2. Overview

1. Motivation
One challenge in video understanding is to scale to the long tail of complex The work focuses on natural language
activities without requiring large amounts of data for new activities.
intra-video retrieval, which aims at
An insight of this project is that these activities are often compositional,
locating the query in the input video.
where different complex activities may be composed of shared smaller units.

Given an input query-video pair, the
proposed framework will:

Key observations:
● A modular network of reusable
modules with shared parameters
can improve scalability.

1) Dynamically assemble a network
based on the structure of the query’s
parse tree; and

● Leveraging structures in natural
languages can enhance temporal
video understanding.

2) Temporally locate the query in the input
video by segment-level correspondence.

3. Temporal Modular Network (TMN)
The proposed temporal modular network
takes as input a query-video pair and performs
intra-video retrieval in three stages:
1. Leveraging structures in natural
languages by adapting the network
structure using query-dependent parse trees.
2. Building instance-specific network from
reusable modules:
● Base modules (yellow) which take in
word vectors and video encodings.
● Combine modules (green) which pass
information in lower-level feature maps
up in the compositional structure.
3. Temporal localization from segment level
correspondence scores.

4. Experiments
We conduct experiments on the DiDeMo dataset.
Training: network modules and scoring layers are jointly trained
given query-video pairs, using both intra-video negatives for
temporal accuracy and inter-video negatives for scene semantics.
Rank loss is used to better fit the intra-video retrieval setting, by
penalizing less on segments with less accurate temporal bounds
but containing correct semantics.
Results: TMN outperforms the baseline on different modalities:

Ablation study: ● Temporal attention
● Rank loss
● Use of tree structures ● Type of structure

